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The first step

First, you have to decide who you want to work for. If you have 
an education you can try to go to work in the profession. Or you 

can try something new and go into a new professional field.

you can 
contact the 
employment 
center or find 
a job online 
on the job 
site. For 
example hh.ru 
or job.ru



The second step

Secondly, you need to determine what kind of salary you want, 
choose a schedule, and using the advanced settings to choose 

the right job.



The third step

One of the most important things in 
finding a job is writing a resume. In 
this document you write about your 

work experience, all useful skills 
and abilities, as well as education. 

You need to specify all your 
professional skills and 

achievements in past jobs, which, 
by the way, you need to specify that 

the employer saw that you have 
experience.



The 4TH step

The next important step is to write 
a cover letter. It is attached on top 
of the resume to interest the 
employer. If it is original and 
beautifully written, then you will 
definitely pay attention!



If you did everything right, you 
will soon be called and invited 
to an interview with HR 
Manager. Be serious and 
prepare yourself!

The 5TH step

There are some tips for successful 
interview:

Before you go to the office, find out:
• With whom you will talk: with the head, the head of the 

personnel Department or his ordinary employee;
• Interview format (group or individual, question-answer or 

self-presentation);
• Dress code and things you need to have with you 

(documents, gadgets, etc);
• How to get there (late is unacceptable)

• Make a map with answers to typical questions and requests 
(they are asked in 99.9% of cases)

• Have copies of all necessary documents, professional 
resume, copies of certificates of education.

• Keep eye contact.
• Be objective and truthful, but not too outspoken.



When you will accept, not 
oversleep the first 

worker day!
GOOD LUCK!


